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ON THE C°°  WAVE-FRONT SET OF SOLUTIONS

OF FIRST-ORDER NONLINEAR PDE'S

CLAUDIO HIROFUME ASANO

(Communicated by Barbara Lee Keyfitz)

Abstract. Let O. C Rm+1  be a neighborhood of the origin and assume u £

C2(Q) is a solution of the nonlinear PDE

u, = f(x, t, u, ux),

where f(x, í, Co > C) is C°° in the variables (x, t) £ Rm x R and holomor-

phic in the variables (Co, 0 £ C x Cm . We present a proof that

WF{u) C char(L"),

where WF(u) denotes the C°° wave-front set of u and char(L") is the char-

acteristic set of the linearized operator

1. Introduction

Let u be a C2 solution of the nonlinear PDE

u, = f(x,t,u, ux)

where f(x, t, Co, C) is C°° in the variables (x, t) £Rm xR and holomorphic
in the variables (Co , C) £ C x Cm . Here (x, r, Co > 0 varies in an open set.

In this article we present a simple proof of a result found in Chemin [ 1 ] that,

under the hypothesis above, the C°° wave-front set of u is contained in the

characteristic set of the linearized operator

LU = m-^{céJ){x^'u^Ux)dx--

In Hanges and Trêves [2] it is shown that under the additional hypothesis that /

be analytic in the variables (x, /) the analytic wave-front set of u is contained
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in the characteristic set of the linearized operator Lu. Our proof follows the

general lines of Hanges and Trêves [2] and can be used to simplify their argu-

ment as well.

2. Preliminaries

Let fl ç 1J1 x 1, be a neighborhood of the origin and consider the complex

vector field defined on Q

7=1

where a, e C1 (Q.) for j = 1,... , m.

Suppose that there exist C1 functions *¥x(x, t),... ,*¥m(x, t) defined on

Q such that if we write *P = (¥,, ... , *Pm) and Z(x, t) = x + /T(x, t) then

Z is an approximate solution of LZ = 0 in the sense that LZ is t-flat at

t = 0, i.e.,

(1) Vi/eN3C>0:    \LZ(x,t)\<Cv\t\",       V(x,r)eQ

(cf. [5], Chapter X, Definition 2.2, page 528).
Now consider U CC £2, a neighborhood of the origin where Zx(x, t) is

non-singular. Observe that

LZ(x, 0) = Zt(x,0) + a(x,0) = 0

and if we define b = -Z~XZ, and

r) m f)

(2) Ll=     +EMl>()
j=\ J

then Lx is a complex vector field defined on U with the property

LxZ = Zt + Zxb = 0.

Note that

è(x, 0) = -Z,(x,0) = a(x, 0)

so that when t = 0 the vector fields L and Li coincide. In particular, the

respective characteristic sets also coincide for t = 0. The symbol of Lx is

given by

o(x, t, Ç, T) = T - Z,(x, t) ■ ('Z-X(x, t)Ç).

Then, for t = 0, the characteristic set of Lx (and of L) is given by the equation

<j(x,0,£,t) = t-¥(x,0).£ = 0

or equivalently

it   =   Re»P(x,0)^,
\0   =   lm¥(x,0).£.

Suppose now that h £ CX(U) is an approximate solution of Lh = 0 in the

sense of (1). We have

LZ = LZ - LXZ = Zx(a - b).
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Thus

Lxh = Lh + (Lx - L)h = Lh + (b - a) ■ hx = Lh - (Z~XLZ) • hx.

Since Lh and LZ are /-flat at t = 0, it follows that Lxh is also r-flat at t = 0
on 17.

Consider now an open ball B c Rm and an interval I cR, both centered at

the origin and small enough so that B x I ce U. Look at the FBI transform
of h

fh(t; z,Q = [ eiC-(z-z(X,,))-{0(z-z(x,t)fn^x^ t)dxZ(x, t)
Jb

with the notation (Ç) = -y/C • C> using the main branch of the square root, and

dxZ(x, t) = detZ^x, t)dx. Here we have (eC" with |ReC| > |ImC| -
Observe that

^h(0; z,Q = [ e^z-x)-^{z-x)2h(x,0)dx.
Jb

Now we are all set to state the following lemma.

Lemma 2.1. Suppose there exist y¥x>... ,¥„, e C'(Q) such that Z = x +

i*F(x, t) is an approximate solution of LZ = 0 in the sense of (1). Let

¿;0 € Rm \ {0} be such that £0 • Im^O, 0) < 0. Then there is a conic neigh-
borhood T of <¡f° in Rm \ {0} and a neighborhood tf c Cm of the origin such

that &~h(0 ; z ,£,) is rapidly decreasing in Ç e T, for all approximate solutions

h £ Cx(íl) of Lh = 0 in the sense of (I) and all z £tf.

Proof. If H(x, t) is a C1 function defined on U, then

d(HdZ) = (LxH)dtAdZ.

Thus if 0 < t £ I, then

/        (LxH)dtAdZ= f HdZ
Jßx[0,t] Jd{Bx[0,t])

= f    H(x, t)dxZ(x, t)- [    H(x, 0)dxZ(x, 0)
JxeB Jxeß

+ / H(x, s)cp(x, s)ds,
J{x,s)edBx[0,t]

for some continuous (m - l)-form cp . We will apply this equation to

H(X, t)=e^-Z{X,t))-(r)(z-Z(x,t))>n{Xi t)
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with z and C acting as parameters. We have the following inequality:

(3) \^h(0;z,Q\

<\[   f    ei^z-z(x's»-^(z-z(*>s))2Lxh(x,s)dxZ(x,s)ds
\Jo  Jx€B

+ \f    eM,-zfr.t))-(CH*-zM*h{Xt t)dxZ(x, t)
\JxeB

+ 1/  /      ei^z-z^x^-^z-z^x^2h(x,s)cp(x,s)ds .
\Jo JxedB

Write

Q(X, t, z, C) = iC • (z - Z(x, t)) - (Q(z - Z(x, t))2

and suppose for the moment that z = 0 and C = £ 6 Rm \ {0} . Then

Q(x, t, 0, Ç) = -iZ-Z(x, t) - \Ç\(Z(x, t))2

= -/£ • (x + W(x, t)) - |i|(jc 4- W(x, t))2

and

Re Q(x, t, 0, é) = if • Im ¥(x, t) - |f | Re(x + r*(x, t))2.

Note that

so

Hence

(4)

(x + ñ>(x, t))1 = \x\¿ + tz(V(x, t))2 + 2tx • V(x, t),

Re(x + P¥(x, t))2 = \x\2 + t2\ Re¥(x, t)\2 - t2\ Im^x, t)\2

+2?x-Revr'(x, t).

Re ß(x, í, 0, f ) =t£ • Im«F(jc, t) - |f | [|x|2 4-12\ Re^(x, /)|2

- t2\ Im^x, /)|2 4- 2ix • Re¥(x, t)

Since *F is of class C on B x I there exists a constant M > 0 such that

Hence

Note that

and

1^(0,0)-xY(x,t)\< M(\x\ + \t\)       V(x,()eBx /.

if • Im^x, 0 < /i • Im»F(0, 0) 4- Mt\Ç\(\x\ + \t\).

Mt\x\ < i fe2|x|2 4- \m2A

|2ijr-ReV(jc, 01 ̂ e^x^ + ^IRe^x,/)!2-

So, from (4), there exists AT > 0 such that

ReQ(x, t, 0, Ç) < t£ -lmV(0, 0) + \Ç\t2K,        V(x, t) £~B~V7.
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Thus if Co = -f° • Im*F(0, 0) > 0, then there is a conic neighborhood T of
<*° in Rm \ {0} , a neighborhood tf C Cm of the origin and ô > 0 such that if
î G T, z 6 ¿f and 0 < f < c5 then

Re{2(x,í,z,O<-C0í|f|/2.

So we can estimate

Kl"j   Í    e*<z-z(x>s»-M(z-z(x-s»2Lih(x,s)dxZ(x,s)ds

Jo JxeB

< [  f    e-CoSM/2\Lxh(x,s)\\Ç\v\detZx(x,s)\dxds
Jo JxeB

< const/  /    e-c°sWI2sv-x\£\v\de\Zx(x,s)\dxds
Jo  JxeB

/•OO

< const/    e-CtX'2kv-1 dJL       (A = s|f|)
./o

for all feT and z £tf. Also observe that

Í      eii.(z-Z{x,,))-\i\(z-Z(x,t))>h{X) t)dxZ(x, t)
Jx€B

< const e~Co'^/2

has exponential decay in f e T.

For the last term in (3) we have the additional information that x £ dB.

From (4) we have that if t > 0 is small enough then, shrinking tf if necessary,

Reg(x,?,z,f)<-|f|r2/2

where r is the radius of B , z £ tf and f £ Rm \ {0}. Hence

< conste -lík2/2\í j     eiS<z-Zt'x>s»-M(z-z(x>s»2h(x,s)<p(x,s)ds

\Jo  Jx€dB

has exponential decay in any direction f £ Rm \ {0} .   D

Consider now the vector field

L« = l--e-"L,as

where s £R is a new variable and 6 £ [0, 2n) is a parameter. Suppose that for

all 0 £ [0, 2n) there exist C1 functions »Pf (x, /, s),... , *¥em(x, t, 5) defined

on fix/ (JcR is an open interval centered at the origin) so that

Zf(x,t,s)=Xj + sy¥ej(x, t,s),       ; = 1,..., m

are approximate solutions of LeZj = 0 in the sense that LeZj (j= I,... ,m)

are s-flat at 5 = 0. Define also *P^+1(x, t, s) = e~w and Zem+X(x, t,s) =

t + e~ws and note that LeZem+{ = 0. If we write Ve = (¥? , ... , *¥°m+x) and

Ze = (Zf,... ,Z«+1),then

re,n  n  m_^n  n  m _ _ fe-ua(0, 0)\ _ „_* /*(0, 0)\Z»(0, 0,0) = ¥»(0,0,0) = -('     "_v„'w')=*-
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and

'Z\   T™u/0,n   o   m     fi\    Am¥(0, 0)cos0-Re¥(0,0)sinoJ).Im^(0,0,0)=(J).(Im^'0)CO^in-öR

= í -lm¥(0, O)cos0 + (f-f-Re¥(0, 0))sinö.

So the condition

Q-Im¥ö(0,0,0)/0

for some 0 £ [0, 2n) is equivalent to saying that er(0, 0, f, t) ^ 0, i.e.,

(0, 0, f, t) is not in the characteristic set of L.

Now, considering that a C1 function h(x, t) suchthat Lh is /-flat at / = 0

does not necessarily have the property that Leh is s-flat at s = 0, we make

the following assumption : there exists a Cx function he(x, t, s) such that

he(x, t, 0) = h(x, t) and Lehe is s-flat at s = 0.
To conclude, if (0, 0, f °, t°) is not in the characteristic set of L, then there

is 0 £ [0, 2n) suchthat

CVlm¥ö(0, 0,0)^0.

Without loss of generality we may assume that

^o)-Im¥e(0,0,0)<0

and we can apply Lemma 2.1. There exist a conic neighborhood Y of (f°, t°)

in Rm+1 \ {0} and a neighborhood tf of the origin in Cm+X such that

¿rhe(0;z,w,C,T)

í     eili.(z-x)+T(w~t)]-\(i,T)\l(z-x)*Hw-tf]h6rXítftydxdí
'  JßxJ-v-'

=h(x,t)

= !Fh(z,w,S,,x)       (complete FBI transform)

is rapidly decreasing in (f, t) € T for all (z, w) £ tf. Using the inversion

formula of the FBI transform we may write (cf. [3], Theorem 6.5, page 42)

h = ho + hx -\-v h„ in a neighborhood of the origin, where ho £ C°° and
hx, ... , h„ are distribution boundary values of holomorphic functions defined

in wedges such that (0, 0, f °, t°) £ WFA(hf), for all j = 1, ... , n . The C°°
part ho comes from the rapid decay of the FBI transform of h for (f, t) £ F

and (z, w) £ tf (as opposed to exponential decay, in which case we would

get ho £ C™). Since WF(v) c WFA(v) for any distribution v, we obtain

(0,0,e,T0)*WF(h).
We summarize all this in the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. For each 8 £ [0, 27t) define Le = Jj - e~'eL and suppose there

exist x¥ex,... , ¥^+1 £ C'(flx /) such that Ze = (x, t) + 5¥e(x ,t,s) is an

approximate solution of LeZe = 0 in the sense that L6Ze is s-flat at 5 = 0.

Suppose moreover that there exists he £ CX(Q. x J) such that he(x, /, 0) =
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h(x, t) and Lehe is s-flat at s = 0. Then

WF(h)\oC(charL)\o.

3. Existence of approximate solutions

Consider the complex vector field

r, N rj M p,

¿ = ̂ +£M*^o^+X>(*,',Oä£

where the coefficients a,- and bk are C°° in the variables (x, /) £ Q, x J c

R^ x R and holomorphic in the variable C,£^V cCM .
Let f(x, C) be a C°° function defined on Q x jV, holomorphic in C, and

define recursively Uq(x , C) = f(x, C) and

1 £

P+Q=j-1

r M

-j   £   ¿¡Pif'*'O*'»'«(t=l

;>i.

Note that the functions w,(x, C) are C°° and holomorphic in C- Let x G

CC°°(R) be such that ^ > 0, ^ = 1 in [-i, i] and supp* c [-1, 1]. Then

there exists a sequence R¡ > I, Rj / +oo, such that the series below is
convergent in C°° :

oo

u(x,t,0 = Y,X(Rjt)Uj(x,Otj.
j=0

Since each Uj is holomorphic in C, it follows that u is C°° and holomorphic

in C • Moreover, by the way the functions u¡ are defined, u is an approximate

solution of Lu = 0 in the sense of (1) with the property that u(x, 0, C) =

f(x, C) ■ This construction will be used in the following section.

4. Application

In this section we will follow very closely §2 of Hanges and Trêves [2]. Let

Q C Rm+X be a neighborhood of the origin and suppose u £ C2(Q) is a solution

of

(5) u, = f(x,t,u,ux)

where f(x, t, Co, 0 is a C°° function in the variables (x, t) £ Q. and holo-

morphic in the variables

(Co, 0 € JIT C C x Cm ,        (a,w) = (m(0 ,0),ux(0, 0)) e ^.
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Consider

(6)

and

Let v = (u, ux). It follows (cf. [2]) that

(7) Luv = g(x,t,v)

where

m p.  r

g0(x,/,Co,C)   =   /(x,i,fo.C)-53C7^7:(Jc,/,fo,C),
J=l

3C,

&•(*,*, Co, C)   =   fx,(x,t,Co,0-CiQ^(x,t,Co,C),       i=l,..., m.

Consider now the principal part of the holomorphic Hamiltonian of (7)

We have that (7) implies (cf. [2] equation (2.5))

where ¥(x, /, Co, C) is any C°° function in (x, /) £ Cl and holomorphic

in (Co, C) e ^, with the notation ¥w(x, /) = ¥(x, /, v(x, /)). Here S?v

denotes the vector field W .

Let Zj(x, t, Co, C), ; = 1, • • • , m , and Ek(x, t, Co, C), k = 0,... , m, be
approximate solutions of i/¥ = 0 in the sense of (1) such that Z¡(x, 0, Co , C)

= xj, j = 1,... ,m, and E^(x, 0, Co, 0 = C* , fc = 0,... ,m.
Let Z(z, /, Co, 0 and Ê(z, /, Co, C) ( z = x + /> 6 Mm © z'Rm) be al-

most complex extensions of Z(x, /, Co, C) and S(x, /, Co, C) respectively,

i.e., Z(x, /, Co, 0 = Z(x, /, Co, C), â(x, t,Co, 0 = S(x, /, Co, 0, and for
all u £N there exists Cv > 0 such that for / = 1,... , m we have

and

Since

ÖZy

¿-S(z,í,Co,C)

< C„|Imz_/|

< Cllmzjl".

d(Z,Z)

d(z, Co, 0
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is non-singular near / = 0, we may solve

[Z(z,t, Co, C)   =   Z,
\H(z,/,Co,C)    =   H

with respect to (z, Co, 0 in a neighborhood of (0, a, w) by the implicit func-

tion theorem and get

z    =    P(Z,t,Ë),

,(Co,C)   =   Q(Z,t,Z),

with P(0, 0, Co, 0 = 0 and Q(0, 0, a, w) = (a,w).   Substituting in the
original equations, we have

Z(P(Z,t,Z),t,Q(Z,t,Z))   =   Z,
Ë(P(Z,t,Ë),t,Q(Z,t,Ë))    =    Ë,

and differentiating with respect to Z we obtain

} :(P(Z,t, H), /, Q(Z,t, t))^ß-(Z,t, S)
ö(z,Co,C) dz

ö(z,Co,C) dZ

If A(z, t, Co, C) denotes a generic entry of the matrix

d(Z,E)
d(z,Ço,Ô{   't'^'0'

then \A(z, t, Co, 01 < Cu\lmz\v . It follows, in particular, that

df(z,t,É)
dZi

<C|Im/>(Z,/,Ê)r       V; = l,...,m.

Now consider

¥(z, /, Co, 0 = Qo(Z(z,t, Co, C), 0, S(z, /, Co, 0)

and observe that

¥î'(x, 0) = ¥(x, 0, m(x, 0), ux(x, 0))

= ßo(Z(x, 0, u(x, 0), «x(x, 0)), 0, 5(x, 0, w(x, 0), wx(x, 0))

= u(x, 0).

Note that // has no derivation on y = Im z , so that

// ¥(x,/,Co,C)   =(//¥)(x,/,Co,C).

This implies that HZ(x, /, Co, C) and HE(x, /, Co, C) are /-flat at / = 0.
We have
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Also,

P(x, 0, Co, C) = P(Z(x,0, Co, 0,0, E(x, 0, Co, 0)

= jP(Z(x,0,Co,0,0,H(x,0,Co,0)=x,

so, by the mean value inequality,

|ImP(Z, 0, a)| < const | ImZ|.

Since

|ImZ(x, /, Co, 01 = |ImZ(x, /, Co, 01 < const|/|,

we have that

d-^(Z(z, t, Co, C),0, H(z,/, Co, 0)
oZj

is /-flat at / = 0, which implies that for all v £ N there exists C'J > 0 such

that

|(77¥)(x,/,Co,OI<Or.
Hence LUV = 5CV^V = (IT¥)V is /-flat at / = 0, and so we have found h(x, t)

(given by ¥u(x, /)) such that Luh is /-flat at / = 0 and h(x, 0) = u(x, 0).

Now u(x, t) is also a solution of the equation

us = e-ie(ut-f(x, t,u, ux)),

which is of the same kind as (5), and the associated vector field 2'e as in (6)

is given by

as

with S? as before. Note that

(&ey = d_ _ e-¡e¿>v = j_ _ e_„LU = {LU)d_

It follows that there exists a C function he(x, t, s) such that

(L")ehe=(j-s-e-'eLAhe

is 5-flat at 5 = 0 and he(x, /, 0) = u(x, t). We apply Lemma 2.2 and conclude

that  WF(u)\0c charL"|0.
By translation we may apply the same argument for all points of Q, and state

Theorem 4.1. Let u £ C2(Q) be a solution of (5). Then the C°° wave-front set

of u is contained in the characteristic set of the linearized operator Lu .
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